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I’ve been going through this article, along with the one embedded within it

(THREAD). 

https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-

moderator-interviews-trauma-working-conditions-arizona

The secret lives of Facebook moderators in America
In a damning new report, Casey Newton gives an unprecedented look at the day-to-day lives of Facebook
moderators in America. His interviews with twelve current and former employees of Cognizant in Ar…

https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-moderator-interviews-trauma-wor…

(this was the one linked within it, which is equally as alarming) 

https://www.wired.com/2014/10/content-moderation/

The Laborers Who Keep Dick Pics and Beheadings Out of Your Facebook Feed
Inside the soul-crushing world of content moderation, where low-wage laborers soak up the worst of
humanity, and keep it off your Facebook feed.

https://www.wired.com/2014/10/content-moderation/

It’s haunting. Read this and tell me what it sounds like to you (selections are from both of the articles

linked above):

Some of them were hand-selected.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10PhI9WkAAEPbz.jpg

They were similar in background/age/education level.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10PnQKX0AE5TGs.jpg
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A baseline was established.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10PtZRX0AAwUF6.jpg

The environment is highly controlled - their day is managed down to the second.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10P0gbWoAYwF5_.jpg

They’re monitored by psychologists.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10P-BcXcAAFBy8.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10P-B6WoAAEb65.jpg

Scarcity w/r/t basic human needs seems to be a prominent feature in their controlled environment: not

enough bathrooms, not enough lockers in which to store their things, not enough time to relieve

themselves, not enough time to eat.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10QJBOXcAMl4rb.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10QJBbWsAE652g.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10QJCCXgAIFQe0.jpg

They’re not allowed to discuss anything with their family, leading to isolation.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10QQUkXcAEzUDT.jpg

Once they reach a certain metric, they’re out. I think it could be argued that one of the factors in reaching

this metric is desensitization to disturbing content.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10QXvNWsAIRDLv.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10QXwCW0AMXSi4.jpg

What does this sound like to you? And who is moderating the moderators?

These workers experience the following after prolonged exposure to disturbing content: 

-extreme paranoia 

-PTSD 

-succumbing to conspiracy theories 

-drug use, self harm 

-inappropriate behavior and/or extremely dark humor

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D10Qob9XcAQk5Gc.jpg

Let’s compare all of the above to what we’ve been seeing.

Isolation: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/nothing-on-this-page-is-real-how-lies-become-truth-in-

online-america/2018/11/17/edd44cc8-e85a-11e8-bbdb-72fdbf9d4fed_story.html?

utm_term=.f58f7418aec9

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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Scarcity, whether perceived or real: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2014/03/06/trump-warns-gop-on-

immigration-theyre-taking-your-jobs/?utm_term=.801fac8d21e4

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2014/03/06/trump-warns-gop-on-immigration-theyre-t…

Succumbing to conspiracy theories: 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-fox-news-and-the-right-wing-media-machine-made-my-dad-crazy

How Fox News and the Right-Wing Media Machine Made My Dad Crazy
Jen Senko, director of the new documentary ‘The Brainwashing of My Dad,’ writes about how the right-wing
hate machine drove her father to the brink of insanity.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-fox-news-and-the-right-wing-media-machine-made-my-dad-crazy

Paranoia: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/13/us/3d-printed-gun-lawmakers-hit-list.html

Man With 3-D-Printed Gun Had Hit List of Lawmakers, U.S. Says
Eric Gerard McGinnis was sentenced to eight years in prison. He had been prohibited from possessing a
firearm when he was found with the partially 3-D-printed gun.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/13/us/3d-printed-gun-lawmakers-hit-list.html

Behavior that’s disturbing, inappropriate, and dark: 
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https://www.vanityfair.com/news/politics/2014/05/ann-coulter-bring-back-our-girls-hashtag

How Obama Derangement Led Conservatives to Laugh about Child Slavery
Kurt Eichenwald on the unnecessary outrage from pundits over the call-to-action hashtag to save hundreds
of kidnapped Nigerian girls.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/politics/2014/05/ann-coulter-bring-back-our-girls-hashtag

Behavior that’s disturbing, inappropriate, and dark: 

https://www.salon.com/2016/01/06/obama_cries_and_the_right_whines_conservatives_mock_presi

dent_for_his_tears_proving_again_theyre_heartless_fools/

Obama cries and the right whines: Conservatives mock president for his tears — proving ag…
Conservatives decry Obama for crying instead of being more sociopathic, but really, they could learn from
him

https://www.salon.com/2016/01/06/obama_cries_and_the_right_whines_conservatives_mock_president_for_…

Behavior that’s disturbing, inappropriate, and dark: 

https://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-ed/laurieroberts/2019/03/04/michelle-malkin-mocks-

the-those-john-mccain-cpac-cheers/3055748002/

Mocking 'the ghost of John McCain', Michelle Malkin? That's low
Six months after Sen. John McCain's death, Republicans can't stop mocking him. RIP, Sen. McCain. If you
can.

https://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-ed/laurieroberts/2019/03/04/michelle-malkin-mocks-the-those-joh…

https://www.npr.org/2018/10/28/661520291/anti-semitic-incidents-increasing-adl-says

Anti-Semitic Incidents Increasing, ADL Says
Following a deadly shooting at a Pittsburgh synagogue, NPR's Lulu Garcia-Navarro speaks with George
Selim of the Anti-Defamation League about the rise of anti-Semitic incidents and speech.

https://www.npr.org/2018/10/28/661520291/anti-semitic-incidents-increasing-adl-says

PTSD: 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/23/trump-clinton-2016-election-ptsd-students-

stressful-experience-

Trump-Clinton election battle left students with PTSD symptoms, study finds
Quarter of students surveyed at Arizona State University showed stress levels comparable to those of a
mass shooting witness

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/23/trump-clinton-2016-election-ptsd-students-stressful-experi…

PTSD-like symptoms: 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/workings-well-being/201611/post-election-stress-disorder-

in-women

We’ve been monitored. We’re being monitored: 

Facebook Tinkers With Users’ Emotions in News Feed Experiment, Stirring Outcry
Last week Facebook revealed that it had manipulated the news feeds of over half a million randomly
selected users to change the number of positive and negative posts they saw.

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users-emotions-in-news-feed-experim…
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https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users-emotions-in-news-

feed-experiment-stirring-outcry.html

And here’s what Cambridge Analytica was doing - “Ledovaya said one goal of the project was to ascertain

the mental well-being of the respondents and, as appropriate, offer free counseling.” 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-cambridge-analytica-kogan/academic-in-facebook-storm-

worked-on-russian-dark-personality-project-idUSKBN1GX2F6

Academic in Facebook storm worked on Russian 'dark' personality...
The psychologist at the center of a scandal over the misuse of millions of Facebook users' personal data
worked with Russian researchers on a study of toxic personality traits.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-cambridge-analytica-kogan/academic-in-facebook-storm-worked…

What they were studying: psychopathy, narcissism and machiavellianism, or the so-called “dark triad.” 

 

Psycopathy: mental illness or disorder

Narcissism: (psychology) selfishness, involving a sense of entitlement, a lack of empathy, and a need for

admiration, as characterizing a personality type.

Machiavellianism: a personality trait, characterized by a duplicitous interpersonal style, a cynical

disregard for morality, a lack of empathy, and a focus on self-interest and personal gain.

As evidenced by these articles linked up top, Facebook knows exactly what happens when someone is

purposely exposed to disturbing content. And yet they built tools to do exactly that.

I’m not talking about free speech - I’m talking about amplification of disturbing material people would

otherwise not know exists.

They built tools to target specific kinds of people with content that’s disturbing and/or dangerous. Why

are they doing it? Why are we allowing them to do this? 

https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-enabled-advertisers-to-reach-jew-haters

Facebook Enabled Advertisers to Reach ‘Jew Haters’ — ProPublica
After being contacted by ProPublica, Facebook removed several anti-Semitic ad categories and promised to
improve monitoring.

https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-enabled-advertisers-to-reach-jew-haters

They also built tools so that those targeting based on hate and fear could hide while doing it. 

https://digiday.com/media/what-are-dark-posts/

What are dark posts?
Brands don’t need all of their followers to see everything they create for social media. That’s why they use
“dark posts,” targeted bits of content.

https://digiday.com/media/what-are-dark-posts/

Why did they build these tools? 

Opinion | Why Facebook's ad-targeting problem is a civil rights issue
Facebook suspends ad targeting that allowed discrimination based on race
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discriminate-ncna825196

https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/facebook-s-ad-targeting-problems-prove-how-easy-it-discriminate-nc…

Who did they build them for? 

https://www.newsweek.com/nra-cambridge-analytica-donald-trump-2016-election-campaign-857458

The NRA used Cambridge Analytica for its 2016 'Trigger the Vote' campaign
It's also one strand in a web of Trump-NRA relationships.

https://www.newsweek.com/nra-cambridge-analytica-donald-trump-2016-election-campaign-857458

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/05/russia-funded-facebook-twitter-investments-

kushner-investor

Russia funded Facebook and Twitter investments through Kushner investor
Institutions with close links to Kremlin financed stakes through investor in Trump son-in-law’s venture,
leaked files reveal

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/05/russia-funded-facebook-twitter-investments-kushner-investor
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